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CUBA - Certain materials coming to the editor's desk suggest that consideration of th e
Cuban problem cannot be delayed, as suggested in the November PNL .

Item : Texaco, Inc ., which operated in Cuba for over fiffT Years until its properties ,
valued at $55 million were seized by the Castro regime last June, recently an- .
nounced the gift of $100,000 to relief organizations working with refugees fro m

Cuba's Castro regime . "James W. Pole, Texaco president, called the gift a 'double -
barreled' one . He said the company was interested in the humanitarian aspects and als o
'we have a large investment (in Cuba) and some day expect to get it back .' "

- Wall Street Journal, December 8, 196 0

Item: A recent announcement by the U .S . government indicates that $1 million in Fed,
eral funds will be spent for the relief of Cuban refugees in the United States .

Item: The Cuban middle classes are hostile to Castro . The nationalization of Cuban
owned enterprises in October accelerated counterrevolutionary activity insid e
Cuba. If the Cuban economy reveals weaknesses "on which the bourgeoisie ca n
capitalize ; if, that is, the middle classes win allies, the United States wil l
undoubtedly accelerate its diplomatic, economic, and indirect military offensiv e
against the revolutionary government . The greeter Castro's internal opposition ,
the less will be the prospect that the United States will withhold direct an d
unembarrassed support from anti-Castro exiles in this country . . . . "

- James O'Connor, "Cuba's Counter-Revolution," Progressive, December 1960 .

Item : "There is also some ground to fear that the (Central Intelligence Agency) may b e
preparing an invasion of Cuba . The Nation (rev. 19) said Dr . Ronald Hilton ,
director of the Institute of Hispanic-American Affairs at Stanford, was told on
a recent visit to Guatemala that the CIA had acquired a $1,000,000 tract of lan d
near the seacoast which was being used to train Cuban counterrevolutionaries fo r
an invasion . From Guatemala City a New York Times correspondent Nov . 20 quoted
President Ydigoras as denying this report and insisting that the land was bein g
used by his army for guerrilla warfare training and that the project was no t
U .S . subsidized. But when opposition deputies asked for an investigation after_ ,
these reports were published in the Guatemalan newspaper, LaHora, it was refused
on the grounds of military secrecy ." - I . F . Stone's Weekly, Nov . 28, 1960

Item : "The stage is set for Civil War, as the (Cuban) middle class turns against Castr o
for this class (approximately 30 per cent of the population) united with the 5
per cent of the wealthy Cubans who have always been anti-Castro are now arraye d
against the peasants and unskilled workers (approximately 65 per cent) who ar e
ardent Fidelistas . As thousands of middle class Cubans, including many onc e
loyal Castro aides, desert the regime, many fleeing to Florida, the U .S . can eas-
ily support counterrevolution plans . While all such information is considered
strictly 'classified,' it is rumored that the U .S . Central Intelligence Agenc y
and special officers from the Pentagon are secretly organizing and arming th e
growing anti-Castro forces for intervention in Cuba by Cuban forces . Any mention
of this is officially taboo but every informed observer knows it is going on . We
did the same thing in Guatemala a few years ago . . .

"Grave risks are involved in U .S . participation in Cuban counterrevolution . There
are strong sympathies for Castro among all the peoples of Latin America, for Cas-
tro's propaganda . . . has made more headway than U .S . officials want to admit . . .

If the U .S . exposes its hands too much in an attempt to destroy the Castro regime ,

the reaction against the U .S . will be serious, flinging a thousand doors open t o
larger Soviet influence . The memory of similar action by the U .S . in Guatemala
is still fresh, although the American public was never told the real story of th e
way the U .S . secret intelligence manipulated the overthrow of the revolutionary
government in Guatemala . Pro-Communist it was, but it also had brought desperatel y
needed reforms which were promptly stifled when the U .S . puppet regime replace d
the left-wing reform government . As a result, Guatemala again seethes with revo-
lution . . ."

	

- Between the Lines, Sept . 1, 1960

MISSING Claude R . Eatherly, 41, pilot of the plane which led the first atomic bombe r
over Hiroshima, is missing from the Waco, Texas, Veterans Administration Hospita l

where he has been a mental patient . Eatherly, decorated for his part in the world' s
atomic bomb raids on the Japanese cities has been a mental patient in VA hospitals sev-
eral times since his discharge from the Air Force as a major in 1947 . A psychiatrist, in
1957, testified that Eatherly has a guilt complex .

	

- Waco News Tribune, Dec . 5, 1960



SOPHISTICATED The Strategic Air Command announced on December 7 that the moon foole d
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electronic defense gadgetry into flashing a warning of a missile attack .
GEAR FOOLED

	

But a quick check proved the error and there was no alert of the SAC' s
world-wide bomber and missile force .

The previously unreported incident occurred Oct . 5 . SAC said computers at the Ballistic s
a'issile Early Warning System station at Thule, Greenland, mistook the signals received
from the moon as coming from a missile approaching the United States .

The signal was flashed on a locator screen in SAC's underground control center . A quick
check disclosed the error almost immediately - 'in less than 60 seconds' - the SAC spokes -
man said .

	

-Waco News Tribune, Dec . 8, 1960

HERE'S A In a newly published paper of the Center for the Study of Democratic Institu -
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tions, Harrison Brown and James Real suggest that we may have already entere d
a new era in which, while war is unthinkable, it may already have become inev-

itable . The study points to the young but effective alliance between the scientist-tech-
nician and the military . "Tens of thousands of scientists and technicians have devote d
all of their professional lives to the invention and construction of weapons . A majority
of those who went . to work after World War II are convinced that weaponry is a way o f
life for themselves and expect the U .S .-Soviet contest to continue forever . . .

"Should a showdown between the military and the civilian sectors (of American society)
occur, this group could be relied upon to staunchly back the handlers of the weapons
they have so devotedly evolved .

"The military leaders themselves are quite naturally not enthusiastic for disarmamen t
or for any steps that might curtail the freedom of action of the armed services . . .

"A small but not negligible fraction of the $40 billion defense budget is investe d
judiciously each year in a well-conceived program of public and Congressional reletions .
As a result, the military lobby is now the strongest lobby in Washington . Were the
State Department to negotiate successfully an arms control agreement with the Sovie t
Union and were the armed services united in their opposition to the agreement, the agree-
ment would almost certainly be defeated by the Senate . There is little doubt that the
armed services exert more control over Congress than that body exerts over the Defens e
Department . Indeed, the military elite is clearly in a position to assume actual politi-
cel command over the U .S . striking forces if there are serious signs of 'weakness' i n
U .S . foreign relations . "

The United States could be virtually annihilated by an enemy exploding just 600 te n

megaton bombs more or less uniformly over the landscape at an altitude of 30 miles .
"On a clear day forests, grasslands, and crops would ignite or wither, as would the

flammable structure of the cities, towns, and villages . All exposed living creatures ,

except those living in water, would perish . A substantial fraction of the human being s
who were protected from the initial thermal flash would perish in the resultant therma l

holocaust . Others would perish as the result of such secondary effects of the catastro-
phe as lack of food and adequate medical care . "

There is a campaign under way in the United States to develop the psychology that th e

country could survive and rebuild on the ashes of an utterly devastated landscape wit h

75 to 100 million persons dead .

	

It is probable that within the next two or three year s
the United States will embark on a crash shelter program for a large proportion of it s

citizens and some of its industry . Once the shelter program is under way, it will con-
stitute a significant retreat from the idea of the obsolescence of war ." Thus, sinc e
nuclear war will be "tolerable," since our country can recover, and since others wil l
feel this way, then the acceptance of nuclear war will dominate international politics ,
and the chance of avoiding the catastrophe will be more remote .

You can receive one free copy of Community of Fear by writing the Center for th e

Study of Democratic Instituttions, Box 4068, Santa Barbara, California .

'TIS THE SEASON Congressman Charles O . Porter of Oregon lately sent this word to hi s
TO BE JOLLY . . . .

	

constituents : "Two very prominent authorities, one on disarmament and
the other on science, stated in my presence the other day their belie f

that we should all be dead in ten years and that the earth would be an incinerated relic . "
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